Widespread Reemergence of Sea Surface Temperature Anomalies in the Global Oceans, Including Tropical Regions Forced by Reemerging Winds
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Abstract. Sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) in portions of the extratropics are known to recur from one winter to the next without persisting through the intervening summer. Previous studies identified only a limited number of midlatitude regions where this reemergence occurs. Here we find that most of the global oceans exhibit winter-to-winter recurrence of SSTA. Indeed, recurrence of SSTA is the default process in the global ocean. Only regions strongly linked to El Niño do not show signs of SST reemergence. In midlatitudes, the temperature anomalies that recur persist below the shallow mixed layer in summer. However, SST recurrence is also found at some tropical locations and appears to be independent of subsurface ocean heat storage. Reemergence at these locations is linked to the recurrence of atmospheric drivers of SSTA, predominantly the wind-stress forcing. Our results are supported by different ocean data sets and by state-of-the-art climate model simulations.

Plain Language Summary. The study addresses the global distribution of the reemergence of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies. The reemergence of SST is the phenomenon that SST anomalies from one winter to the next remerge, while they apparently disappear in the summer. This is linked to the SST anomalies being stored in the subsurface ocean. Recent studies have shown the role of reemergence on European weather, North Atlantic Oscillations, and Pacific Decadal Oscillation. In this study we show the regions where this phenomenon is strong in the global ocean and different mechanism that cause the recurrence. Here we find that the recurrence of SST anomalies is also apparent in the tropics, which is linked to the reoccurrence of wind-stress forcing at the location.

1. Introduction

The large thermal inertia of the ocean enables the sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies (SSTA) to persist, which may influence the atmospheric circulation and weather conditions through air-sea interaction (Deser et al., 2003; Gastineau & Frankignoul, 2015). Previous studies have shown that the winter SSTA in some midlatitude locations has the tendency to recur in the following winter without persisting through the intervening summer (Namias & Born, 1970, 1974). This SSTA recurrence, also called the reemergence mechanism (Alexander & Deser, 1995), is associated with seasonally varying mixed layer depth (MLD; Alexander & Deser, 1995; Namias et al., 1988). During winter, temperature anomalies are homogeneously distributed over a deep mixed layer due to strong wind mixing and surface buoyancy forcing. During spring and summer, heating by the Sun strengthens the upper ocean stratification and the mixed layer shoals, which caps the ocean temperature anomalies created in winter below the surface in the summer seasonal thermocline. These thermal anomalies remain insulated from further dissipation by mechanical and thermodynamic ocean processes. When the mixed layer deepens in the fall and the following winter, part of these sequestered temperature anomalies is re-entrained into the mixed layer and interact with the concurrent SST.

The reemerging SSTAs are independent of the concurrent atmospheric heat fluxes and can recur for longer than 1 year due to the persistence of thermal anomalies in the subsurface ocean. A number of studies have documented winter SSTA recurrence in portions of the North Pacific (Alexander et al., 1999; Alexander & Deser, 1995; Deser et al., 2003; Namias & Born, 1970, 1974; Namias et al., 1988), North Atlantic (de Coëtlogon & Frankignoul, 2003; Kushner et al., 2002; Timlin et al., 2002; Watanabe & Kimoto, 2000), and in the Southern Hemisphere (Ciasto & Thompson, 2009; Hadfield, 2000). All of these studies have found reemergence in the extratropical ocean basins and that the seasonal variation of MLD is the dominant mechanism behind...
this feature (Alexander & Deser, 1995; Namias et al., 1988). Studies also showed that ocean currents can remove the SSTA away from the location even before they could be entrained into the mixed layer and reemerge at another location (de Coëtlogon & Frankignoul, 2003; Sugimoto & Hanawa, 2005a, 2005b). Also, the remote El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) forcing can partly modulate entrainment processes and influence the amplitude of the recurring temperature anomalies (Deser et al., 2012; Park et al., 2006). Reemergence was found to occur in some parts of the midlatitude ocean, constituting ~17% of the global ocean, where these areas were characterized in terms of MLD, annual mean heat flux, and water mass formed in winter (Hanawa & Sugimoto, 2004). However, the criteria used by previous studies (the secondary maximum of lag correlation should exceed 99% significance level; e.g., Hanawa & Sugimoto, 2004) may have missed areas of reemergence, by not fully considering the decaying nature of the SST autocorrelation. Thus, we seek to identify where SSTA recurrence occurs and the processes driving it using ocean reanalysis data and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) simulations.

2. Data and Methods

Monthly sea surface and subsurface temperatures were obtained from the German contribution to Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean System (GECCO2; Köhl, 2015) for the period 1948–2011. We used lag correlations, applied at each grid point, to detect the recurrence of SSTA and the net surface heat flux and wind stress over the global ocean. The initialization period for the autocorrelations was based on cold season, taken here to be January–February (August–September) in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. These months are in general the month when the climatological mixed layer is the deepest in most parts of the respective hemisphere. This even holds for most parts of the tropical regions. The winter-to-winter recurrence of SSTA is then identified by computing the difference between 12- and 6-month lag autocorrelation. The 6-month lag points to the peak summer months (corresponding to the choice of cold season) where the cold season (lag 0) SSTA exhibits a weak persistent correlation. We define this difference (12- and 6-month lag) as the reemergence index (RE index). The results for the RE index are not sensitive to shifting the lag by ±1 month. We used the same calendar months for computing the cold season autocorrelation difference of anomalies of net heat flux (NHFA) and wind stress (TAUA).

The warm season, used to compute the ratio of MLD (Figures 4a and 4d), was defined as July–August (December–January) in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. The MLD was computed using the shallowest extreme curvature criteria (Lorbacher et al., 2006) applied to the density profiles. We performed similar analyses using different ocean data sets including the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (NCEP-GODAS) for the period 1980–2013, the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation for the period 1950–2010 (Carton & Giese, 2008), and Hadley Centre's sea ice and Sea Surface Temperature data from 1870 to 2011 (Rayner et al., 2003). The RE index computed, using these data sets (supporting information Figure S1), is consistent with the results from GECCO2, as are the recurrence values for NHFA and TAUA (Figure S2, including NCEP-National Center for Atmospheric Research [Kalnay et al., 1996] reanalysis for the period 1948–2014). However, differences are obvious between these data sets, which could be associated with different model assimilation procedures (Kröger et al., 2012).

We also used monthly data from preindustrial control simulations (in which greenhouse gases are fixed at 1,850 levels) in CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012). The CMIP5 project includes models from different institutions with different spatial and temporal resolution. We used 44 such models (Table 1), with control simulations that are at least 200 years long, and most are 500 years long. The RE index was computed from the individual models and then ensemble averaged to indicate the areas of SSTA recurrence in Figure 2c. MLD for each model was computed using the shallowest extreme curvature criteria (Lorbacher et al., 2006) applied to the density profiles. The ratio of MLD shown in Figure 2d is based on the 18 models that had salinity and temperature data available (marked “*” in Table 1). The same calendar months of cold and warm season as in GECCO2 have been used for computing the MLD ratio for CMIP5 analysis. The recurrence of NHFA and TAUA are based on 39 CMIP5 models (marked “^” in Table 1). We excluded remaining models from computing the ensemble of atmospheric forcing recurrence because either the data were not available or the data appear to have been corrupted in some way.
3. Results and Discussions

The reemergence signal was detected based on the lag autocorrelation of SSTA starting in winter (Alexander et al., 1999, 2001; Alexander & Deser, 1995). We illustrate the lag autocorrelation of the upper ocean temperature with the SSTA in August (austral winter) at a reemergence location in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 1a) and at a nonreemergence location in January (boreal winter) from the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 1b). At the reemergence location, the correlation from the winter SSTA decays slowly at depths greater than ~100 m, remaining high until the next winter. At the surface, the correlation decreases rapidly in spring but then increase in fall, indicative of the reemergence process, which is well illustrated by autocorrelations of SSTA with SSTAs in the previous winter (blue line; Figure 1c). In contrast, at the nonreemergence location, correlations to winter SSTA monotonically decrease at all depths including the surface.

The lag autocorrelation of SSTA in the absence of reemergence is expected to follow an exponential decay of the theoretical auto-regressive process of order 1 (red noise). The most characteristic signature of a reemergence winter SSTA autocorrelation in comparison to that of a nonreemergence location (red noise) is the difference between the 12- and the 6-month lag correlations (RE index). The expectation of the RE index is about \( r = 0.77 \), as in the average of all global SSTA (Figure 1d). The probability distribution of the RE index for a red noise process depends on the length of the time series of SSTA (Figure 1d). However, even for the relatively short observation period of 60 years for the GECCO2 data set, an RE value >0 is fairly unlikely (probability <1%).

We now investigate the recurrence areas of winter SSTA in the world ocean based on the RE index using reanalysis data (GECCO2). Figure 2a shows the cold season SSTA lag correlation difference between 12- and 6-month lag (RE index). Note that all autocorrelations are based on winter base months in each hemisphere. It reveals that the winter-to-winter recurrence of SST anomalies is more widespread in the global ocean (reddish shades) than previously thought (Hanawa & Sugimoto, 2004). It is estimated that about 54% of the oceanic area (spanning 65°N–65°S and 0–360) exhibits an RE index >0.0. The signal is strongest in the higher latitudes of the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic, but it is present at all latitudes. In the tropics, in particular in the equatorial central and eastern Pacific, and in areas with strong ENSO teleconnections such as the tropical Indian and the Atlantic Ocean, a reemergence signal is weak or not present.

The existence and strength of the reemergence phenomenon is strongly linked to the difference between cold and warm season MLD (Alexander & Deser, 1995; Namias et al., 1988). Regions with strong reemergence are in general regions that have mixed layer deep in the cold season and shallow in the warm season (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004; Pookkandy et al., 2016; e.g., Figure 1a), which effectively separates the
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Note: Models with "^" represent models that used to compute the mixed layer depth multimodel mean shown in Figure 2d (18 models) and with "^*" are included to compute ensemble of anomalies of net heat flux and wind stress recurrence shown in Figures 4c and 4d (39 models).
subsurface winter SSTA from the summer atmospheric forcing. Therefore, the ratio between cold and warm season MLD is a good indicator of where reemergence is favorable (Figure 2b). In general, the MLD ratio is large where the RE index is large; that is in the midlatitudes, particularly strong in the Indian and Pacific parts of the Southern Ocean and in the northern North Atlantic. However, there are a number of regions where significant differences can be noted. For instance, in the central to eastern North Pacific, the MLD

Figure 1. Distribution of lag correlation coefficients for winter SSTA to the temperature anomalies from the surface to 200-m depth at a location of (a) reemergence in the South Pacific Ocean and (b) nonreemergence in the North Pacific. Solid black line represents climatological mixed layer depth. (c) Autocorrelation of winter SST anomaly at a location showing reemergence (blue; location as in a) and nonreemergence (green; location as in b) from the German contribution to Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean System data set. The black line represents the global mean (average of 65S–65N and 0–360) SSTA autocorrelation over all seasons, and the dashed lines are ±1 standard deviation. The red line represents red noise auto-regressive process (order 1) and 95% significance shaded with gray. (d) Probability distribution of the RE index for a red noise process of a 60-year long time series with a lag-1 autocorrelation of 0.77, as in the average of the global SSTA. RE index = reemergence index; SSTA = sea surface temperature anomalies.
The MLD ratio is relatively large, but the RE index indicates that reemergence is not present. At ~40°S in the Atlantic, the MLD ratio is comparable to the central to eastern North Pacific, but the RE index is relatively large. The most notable mismatch can be seen in low latitudes, where the MLD ratio is very small, but the RE index is relatively large in some locations, especially northeast and northwest of Australia. In addition to the GECCO2 ocean reanalysis, we computed the RE index for other observational data (NCEP-GODAS, Simple Ocean Data Assimilation ocean reanalysis, and Hadley Centre’s sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature; see Figure S1), which confirm the main findings. We can gain further insight into the reemergence mechanism by analyzing preindustrial simulations of coupled general circulation models from the CMIP5 database. Reemergence is a process that arises from internal climate variability, and the CMIP5 simulations should be able to reproduce these signals as in the observed. The CMIP5 simulations have the great advantage of providing long time series (>200 years) of ocean data with dynamically consistent fields without any measurement uncertainties. The global distribution of the RE index in the CMIP5 ensemble matches the observed very well (Figure 2c), not only the large-scale meridional structure with increased reemergence at higher latitudes but also the more detailed smaller structures. For instance, the band of increased RE index in the Southern Ocean from South Africa to south of New Zealand, an elevated RE index values of the northwest of Great Britain and the absence of reemergence in the northeast Pacific. Also, the CMIP5 models capture the small RE index at about 50°S. However, considerable mismatch also observed in the tropical Atlantic and north Indian Ocean. Overall, 47% of the oceans between 65°N and 65°S exhibit a RE index >0 in the CMIP5 ensemble, which is similar to the observed value. The areas of strong reemergence, however, are located in somewhat different locations in each model (not shown), which reduces the strength of the reemergence signals in the CMIP5 ensemble mean.

The CMIP5 simulations also reproduce the ratio of the cold to warm season MLD fairly well (see Figure 2d), including the representation of regional structures. For instance, the central to eastern North Pacific has a fairly large MLD ratio but a small RE index, suggesting no reemergence in this region, consistent with observations. At ~40°S in the Atlantic, the MLD ratio is comparable to the central to east North Pacific, but the RE index is relatively strong as is observed. Finally, the strong RE index in the tropical regions northeast and
northwest of Australia without large MLD ratios are also found in the CMIP simulations. It suggests that the tropical reemergence in the absence of strong seasonal MLD variability is not just a random fluctuation in the observations but is due to a real physical phenomenon.

To better understand the drivers of SSTA recurrence in these tropical locations, we analyzed the evolution of autocorrelation of anomalies of ocean temperature and atmospheric forcings at a recurring location in the Pacific Ocean (Figure 3a) and contrast it with a midlatitude location with strong reemergence (Figure 3b). The SSTA autocorrelation exhibits typical recurrence after 12-month lag in both the tropical and midlatitude locations. In the midlatitude location, the lag correlation of temperature anomalies at bottom of the climatological winter MLD (~400 m, blue curve, Figure 3b) exhibits strong persistence, and the SSTA autocorrelation at 12-month lag is slightly less than at depths below the winter MLD. It indicates that the persistent subsurface temperature anomalies are entrained to the upper ocean when the mixed layer deepens in the fall/winter, contributing to the concurrent SSTA. However, the temperature anomalies below the summer MLD in the tropical ocean (Figure 3a) do not persist, and the 12-month lag correlation of subsurface temperature anomalies is less than the SSTA correlation. This indicates the subsurface temperature anomalies are not significantly contributing to the recurrence of SSTA at the location via the classical reemergence mechanism.

The evolution of autocorrelation anomalies in the tropical and midlatitude recurrence areas for CMIP5 simulations also reproduce fairly well (see Figure S5), including the SSTA showing a recurring pattern in the tropical location consistent with the recurrence of wind-stress anomalies.

We therefore analyzed the surface heat flux and wind-stress magnitude, the atmospheric variables that affect the thermal variability in the upper ocean. The atmospheric heat flux exhibits only a modest tendency to recur. However, wind-stress magnitude exhibits strong recurrence at 12-month intervals (Figure 3a), which coincides with the lag correlation curve of SSTA. It changes from modest negative correlations in summer to positive correlations in the following winter, suggesting that atmospheric wind-stress recurs from one winter to the next without persisting through the intervening summer. Such a signal is not present in the midlatitude location (Figure 3b).

In the tropical oceans, persistent and seasonally changing (recurring) atmospheric forcing is likely a key factor causing the recurrence of SSTA. The RE index for net heat flux and wind stress shows positive values in large areas of the global ocean (Figure 4). In general, the signal is noisier due to the low lag-1 autocorrelation of the atmospheric forcings, and the RE values have to be considered less significant than for the SSTA. However, the regions to the northeast and northwest of Australia do show indications (>95% significance level) of recurrence in the wind-stress forcing. The CMIP5 simulations support the aforementioned signature, but the strength of the recurring fluxes is stronger in observation than in the CMIP5 multimodel mean.
However, the individual models show a better match to the observations (see Figures S3 and S4) again indicates that the signals are not just random fluctuations. The regions of recurring atmospheric forcings coincide with the regions of SSTA recurrence in the tropics. The mismatch occurs in the central tropical Pacific, which is directly affected by ENSO, and does not show SSTA recurrence even in the presence of significant atmospheric recurrence in the observations. However, CMIP5 result shows the recurring SSTA only in the eastern tropical Indian and southwest Pacific that aligns with the significant wind-stress anomaly recurrence. Given that the atmosphere has a very short memory compared with thermal anomalies in the ocean, the cause of the recurrence in atmospheric fluxes is an open question. A potential source for the atmospheric recurrence in the forcings can be teleconnections associated with ocean-atmosphere coupled climate modes, such as ENSO (Bjerknes, 1969). Studies have also discovered winter-to-winter recurrence of atmospheric circulation and its influence on the reemergence of SSTA in the midlatitude North Pacific (Zhao & Li, 2010, 2012). The cause of this recurrence in atmospheric circulation is attributed to the seasonal variability of the storm track anomalies, which is not affected by major climate modes, such as ENSO and North Atlantic Oscillation.

Further, the winter-to-winter recurrence of SSTA is strongly influenced by the interannual and interdecadal variability of SSTA (Möller et al., 2008; Zhao & Li, 2010). A recent study (Sun et al., 2017) has found a prominent connection for multidecadal variability of wind and SST in the western tropical Pacific forced by the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation. Therefore, a recurrence of wind-stress and heat flux anomalies in the tropics (e.g., western tropical Pacific) could be modulated by the decadal climate variability. In further studies, we need to understand the recurrence of atmospheric forcing in other locations in detail, including its connection with modes of climate variability. Also, the relative contribution of atmospheric recurrence on SSTA reemergence, especially in the Southern Hemisphere, needs to be addressed.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the difference between 12- and 6-month lag correlations from SST anomalies in the previous winter indicates that winter-to-winter recurrence of SST anomalies is widespread in the global ocean. It can essentially be considered the default process in the global ocean. However, the regions that are
strongly linked to ENSO (e.g., central-eastern tropical Pacific) do not show signs of SSTA recurrence. The mechanisms that generate winter-to-winter SSTA in the tropics and extra tropics can be substantially different. The seasonally varying MLD is the mechanism that predominates in midlatitudes (Alexander & Deser, 1995; Namias & Born, 1974), but recurring atmospheric forcing appears to be affecting SSTA recurrence in the tropics.

Both tropical and midlatitude SSTs can affect the atmospheric circulation, including those that recur in consecutive winters. For example, reemerging SSTAs in the North Atlantic have been shown to influence the North Atlantic Oscillation (Czaja & Frankignoul, 2002) and weather patterns over Europe (Cassou et al., 2007; Czaja & Frankignoul, 1999, 2002; Liu et al., 2007; Taws et al., 2011; Vannitsem, 2015). Thus, the recurrence of SSTA on annual time scales has the potential to enhance seasonal-to-interannual climate predictions.
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